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computers. Right now, with the computer industry gone East, it’s a city between jobs. It has its
day of glory one time a year during Carnival, when
a unique, exciting, anachronistic and most of all
juicy orange battle takes place.

THE HISTORY OF THE CARNIVAL
Ivrea’s Carnival began as early as the 1600s but
its main history dates back to the end of the 12th
century, to 1194 to be exact. The earliest beginnings of the Carnival are shrouded in the mists of

ABOUT IVREA
Ivrea is a small city of about 25,000 inhabitants, approximately 40 minutes North of Turin, in
the Piedmont region of northwestern Italy. Ivrea
is at the center of the Canavese region, close to
the foothills of the Alps. Ivrea was founded by the
Romans in 100 BC and was called Eporedia. This is
why the people of Ivrea, in Italian, are not called
“Ivreesi” or “Ivreani” or “Ivreotti” or anything
remotely close. They are called Eporediesi! Its position looking straight down the Aosta valley made
it a great location for spotting marauding Gauls as
well as a commercial center during more calmer
times. Ivrea,
in fact, became
the capital of
the Italic Kingdom under King
Arduino around
1002.
Medieval times
saw the city at
its height both
financially and culturally. During the 20th century
its primary claim to fame was as the base of operations for Olivetti, a once well-known manufacturer
of typewriters, mechanical calculators and, later,

the past, in the 17th and 18th centuries. At the
time, each of Ivrea’s five districts celebrated the
grand occasion according to their own lights, but at
the beginning of the 19th century, the libertarian
spirit to which this season gives ample vent, eventually became a cause of concern to the French officials now in charge. In 1808, therefore, a grande
alliance was imposed: a single city carnival would
replace those celebrated in its several districts.
The originator of this unification was to be most
meetly underscored by allowing a chosen townsman
to deck himself out in the rig of a General in Napoleon’s army, no less, and surround himself with a
staff bearing an evident resemblance to Napoleon
Bonaparte’s entourage.
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But... let’s get back to the real history of the
Carnival. The first revolt was that of Violetta in
1194, a second revolt
appears in
the annals for
1266, when
the men of
Ivrea “expelled” the
Marquis of
Monferrato.
This event is
enshrined in
the “Preda
in Dora”
ceremony
described in
the account
of the Carnival of Ivrea
that follows.
The most
important and remembered event, however, took
place in 1194. At that time a Count that ruled the
town, (Conte Rainieri of Biandrate) had made a
new law to sleep with every new bride, he called
it “Jus primae noctis “, the “right of the first
night” (yes...that story in “Braveheart” is true!!).
Well, he got away with it until a miller’s daughter
named Violetta rebelled against him. Violetta’s
father ran one of the floating mills that once
exploited the waters of the Dora Baltea, the river
that goes through Ivrea. Violetta killed him with
a sword she had hidden under her dress and then
she proceeded in showing his cut off head to the
people. Violetta then started a fire in the castle
(Castellazzo), which started a revolt against the
tyrant’s troops. They fought by mainly throwing stones to them, and they won. That fight for
liberty is
recreated
with the
Battles of
the Oranges, which
substitute
stones.
Italy exceeds its
production
quota of oranges as agreed within the EEC (Euro-

pean Economic Community), so the excess needs
to be destroyed (just to keep up the retail price).
My co-citizens cooperate in the difficult path towards a unified Europe by helping to smash some
oranges... For those concerned about the ‘waste
of food’, it has also been said that the oranges
are leftovers from the winter crops in Sicily. And
that should put that argument to rest.

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Silvia Corradin was born and raised in Ivrea,
Italy and has been living in the US since 1982. Her
sister and brother-in-law served as part of the
committee for the carnival for many years, and
have taken thousands of
photographs of the event
(some shown here).
Silvia’s entire family still
lives in Ivrea, and her
maternal grandmother’s
family has lived in the
area for several generations.
Silvia moved to the
US to live with her aunt
to go to school, and after
graduating from Alamogordo High School (New
Mexico) in the mid-80s, Silvia pursued the ownership of a chain restaurant that never materialized
and has been working in the computer industry
since the early 1990s, first as a software retail
manager, then as a web designer. She is currently
pursuing a degree for computer graphic design
which is her true passion.
Silvia’s first marriage ended in divorce after
her first baby died at birth & the second child was
born with a rare, devastating and lethal skin disorder called Epidermolysis Bullosa. This prompted
her to start several online support groups and a
website for parents and patients (ebinfoworld.
com). She wrote dozens of columns about being a
parent of a special need child for a local parenting magazine, which she later compiled in a book
titled “Special Mommy Chronicles”. She also collected stories of many parents and patients dealing with EB and put them all in a book titled “Living with Epidermolysis Bullosa”. Later she also
started a non-profit organization with another EB
mom to help the families.
Silvia re-married in 2002 and finally had a
healthy baby the following year.
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THE FOOD
During the carnival the streets are lit up and
filled with the scent of oranges, and regional
specialities are served in the streets – particularly
fagioli grassi (fat beans). There are enormous
pots of beans, boiled with sausages and pork rind.

They’re served free. Other speciality dishes
include cod with polenta, and delicious carnival
pastries. Italian wines include white Erbaluce,
sparkling Barbera and sweet Passito di Caluso.

THE BATTLE OF THE ORANGES
The Battle of the Oranges is the largest food
fight in Italy (some even say is the largest of the
world!), and the citizens remember their liberation with it. To make it fun there are several
orange throwing “teams”, all sporting colorful
uniforms and they are:
Diavoli (Devils), Morte (Death), Picche (Spades),
Scacchi (Chess), Arduini (Name of the old King),
Mercenari (Mercenaries), Credendari (Believers),
Pantere (Panthers), Tuchini (Birch).
Imagine about 10,000 people dressed with
colorful costumes, with a large blouse with a
deep V opening in front:
that’s where
they keep
the oranges
they’re about
to throw.
They’re
supposed to
protect themselves from
incoming oranges with their non-throwing arm.

These people on foot are recreating the people
of Ivrea revolting against the tyrant. The Count’s
soldiers are represented by people on horse-pulled
trucks (about 10-12 people on each carriage); these

people are padded with american-football-type
suits, and wear fencing-like masks. Since such a
small number of these brave men have to fight
hundreds, possibly even thousands of people on the
ground, they have two advantages: the extra padding, and throwing downward from above, rather
than upward from below. With the mask, their eyes
can’t be directly hit. However, imagine how amusing it is to get freshly squeezed (on impact against
the grid) orange juice right into your eyes... An interesting fact is that this representation only started after WW2, beforehand, and only starting in the
mid 19th century, people threw oranges from the
balconies to the people walking by underneath...
and vice versa. In the Battle originally they threw
beans.
Anyone can become “Eporediese” (someone that
lives in Ivrea) during carnival time and become an
orange-thrower just for fun. A lot of people in fact,
do just that. The Battle of the Oranges is a quite
interesting
event, and
oranges fly
all over the
place, some
being thrown
by people several meters
away, and will
hit just about
anything: the
enemies, the
horses, the
horse driver,
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the spectators on the other side of the carriage
who think they’re safe, the buildings nearby,
whose owners take special care in sealing all windows with wood panels; those who have recently
repainted the outside walls, cover the endangered
side with boards and nets.

drum. After the Pifferi, the parade has then various
local folklore music bands, then people who juggle
big flags, then, right before the orange-throwing
carriages, the mugnaia (Violetta), in a gorgeous

A red hat is the symbol of liberty, and a sign of
the carnival, everyone is supposed to wear one...
and if anyone is guilty of not wearing it is considered an enemy, and quickly becomes the target of
the carnival police, who punish the culprits with
some well aimed oranges. Yikes!

LA MUGNAIA
Of course there is more to the carnival than
the battle of the
oranges. A young
newly married
woman of Ivrea’s
high society volunteers to be cheered
at as the heroine.
Introduced in the
Carnival’s celebration in 1858, she’s
impersonating “Violetta”, the *Star* of the entire
celebration. Violetta is called “mugnaia”, meaning
“miller”. She gets to dress in white, be revered,
and tour the city on a coach, throwing candies and
mimosa posies by the thousand to the spectators.

coach, surrounded by Cavalry in Napoleonic era
suits. Each zone (district) of the city provides to the
touring show two kids (called Abba`) to represent
them: they’ll ride ponies wearing elegant costumes,
with a sword in their hand, on top of which there’s
an orange (macabre depiction of the Count’s fallen
head). Then there are all the people who chose to
dress with wild costumes or masks (as in the U.S.A.
for Halloween, only it’s OK for adults too). There’s
also all sorts of other (pseudo)-historical facts represented throughout the carnival period (thursdaytuesday). They’re bunched up together even though

THE PARADE
The standard-bearers open the March of the
Carnival, carrying the historic standards
of the parishes or town quarters. The orangethrowing carriages are aligned at the end of a
procession, after the Mugnaia: first the “Pifferi”,
which is a colorful band. Their uniform is historic
and consists of the short French style Phrygian
cap, a red jacket with a collar and green cuffs, gilt
buttons, and green breeches with a red band. The
instruments are piccolo pipes, drums and the bass

they belong to totally different époques.

THE BURNING OF THE SCARLO
In the evening of the last day of the carnival,
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Mardi Gras, the darkness is soon ended by the
tongues of flame that soar up the scarli set alight
by the Abbàs in their respective districts. The
burning of the scarlo (big poles, erected in the
middle of each district’s square, covered with
dry bushes) represent the burning of the tyrant’s
castle and the declaration of freedom from
each city quarter. The fire
is ignited by the Abba` from
that quarter, assisted by a
cavalry officer. A smaller onfoot-only procession tours all the
squares before reaching town
hall, where the mugnaia is
awaiting in front of the biggest
scarlo. Piazza di Città (Town
Hall), is filled to overflowing as
the principal scarlo is lit. The
Mugnaia stands erect, sword
on high, in her gilded
coach, while the
General rises
on his stirrups,
one hand on
his cocked hat
in salute, until
the last spark is
extinguished.
The Scarlo is a
symbol of freedom and
it is said that if the Scarlo burns quickly it is a sign
of a prosperous year. Even in a cold winter night,
the freeze does not stop anyone from coming;
from elders to kids you can be sure that the whole
town is warmly present to cheer up together...
The final act is the burning of the scarlo in
the parish of San Grato. The pipers lead the way
to the sound of joyful tunes. Then, however, the
band falls silent, and a single piper accompanied
by a single drummer plays the sad notes of the
“Funeral March” as everyone repairs towards Piazza Ottinetti in a gloomy silence rendered more
poignant by the trailing swords of the officers of
the General’s staff.

THE ABBA’
The ten children in rich Renaissance costume
represent the priors of the five parishes of Ivrea.
In the XVIIIth century an Abbà was the head

of the Abbey,
an association
of young people who organized feasts
and carried as
a bread stuck
on a pike as
their emblem.
Today the Abbàs show a sword with an orange
stuck on its point symbolizing the decapitated head
of the tyrant and on Mardi Gras they are responsible for setting fire to the stake in the square of
their quarter.
The General presents the Abbàs to the town on
the two Sundays before Carnival in the promotion
ceremony.

ONCE UPON A TIME...
The Carnival of Ivrea draws on legends of the
12th-century, hence it’s said to be the only Carnival
in the world that has a real plot and tells a story
featuring idealized and historical figures – rather
than carnival characters, such as Pulcinella or Arlecchino. It’s a festival that represents the people
against any type of oppressive power.
Anyone who has been in Italy for any length of
time will know that the country is packed with traditions, festivals and fairs. Some celebrate food,
others feature jousting competitions, and one even
honours snakes.
Of course there
are the Palio horse
races in Sienna,
and then there is
the annual orange
battle in Ivrea.
The orange battle
is an incredible cultural and
goliardic heritage
putting the festival on a national
and international
level.
An estimated
120,000 people
flock to Ivrea for the costume pageant which aside
from the citrus tossing also included a parade of
marching bands, free food and folklore groups.
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Hotels in the area said they have no vacancies
throughout the weekend.
One of the most interesting things about the
carnival is how it starts and how it ends. It starts
with the “hoeing”, which is the turning of the soil,

an element charged with symbolism for favouring
fertility. Essential to this rite is the presence of
the most recent newly weds of each quarter who,
symbolically, open the digging of the ditches for
erecting the stakes, giving start to the digging to
drive the “ scarli “ into the ground.
An extremely important figure in the history
of the Carnevale of Ivrea is the figure of the Substitute Grand Chancellor. At the beginning of the
XIXth century, when the festivities were unified it

was desired that any event and any ceremony of
the Carnival would be scrupulously recorded in a
pertinent book by the dean of the town’s notaries
called the Grand Chancellor.
As the notaries were usually very busy and little inclined to go through the streets on horseback they
chose a person they trusted to edit their deeds.
Hence, this person was called the Substitute Grand
Chancellor. He is always at the side of the General
and the General Staff at each official act in order
to bear witness to them.
In his costume of black velvet, white wig, box

pleated skirt, with a ponytail under the threecornered hat, white waistcoat and shirt with jabot
and lace cuffs and knee-breeches on white stockings, the Substitute rides around carrying with him
a copy of the minutes book.
The real one in which he scrupulously notes the
performance of the ceremonies, according to protocol, is kept in a safe place as during the festivities
he is the only one responsible for this document.
The carnival takes place in February: it starts on
the Sunday before Lent and it ends on the night of
“Fat Tuesday” (Mardi Gras). Just before the solemn
funeral, in the late afternoon, a prize is given to
the best “aranceri” (orange throwers) and team on
the waggon, which is followed with a solemn funeral.
Traditionally, at the end of the silent march
towards Piazza Ottinetti, the “General” says goodbye to everyone with the classical
phrase
“Arvedze a giobia’ n bot”,
which,
in the Italian’s Piedmontese
Dialect
means “good-bye till Thursday
at one” an au revoir at next
year’s carnival.
The next morning
(Ash Wednesday)
the Mugnaia, General and procession with civilian
clothes goes to
the Borghetto
quarter for the
distribution of “
polenta and cod
“ that symbolizes
the end of Carnival.
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